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  the CONCEPT in 180 WORDS
Sewing the GARDEN is a play on the design and production process. 

We feel that much of our culture today is highly influenced by the process of 
production, that’s main driver is cost efficiency. At times our gardens too 
become a product of these standardized processes. 

Catalogues become a dominant part of today’s design table. While much of 
design and drafting is completed on the computer, a design table is still 
normally at hand for quick sketches, reviewing of plans, and of course, 
catalogues and samples. In our concept, once plans are finalized, stock items 
are pulled from uniform supply boxes and sewn together in the gigantic 
sewing machine to create the final product, just like a quilt would be 
assembled from pre-cut pieces of fabric.
 
We recognize that our own lives and careers have become inundated with this 
process and strive to break free of this standardization and efficiency pattern, 
partly through this submission. We are looking for ways to move away from 
branding and towards unique, community specific, engaging designs. We hope 
to reinforce our commitment to start to create places that result in discussion 
and reflection. 

  the list of SUGGESTED PLANTS
Trees:
Paper Birch (Betula papyrifera)
Golden chain tree (Laburnum anagyroides)

Shrubs:
Annebelle Hydrangea (Hydrangea arborescens 'Annabelle')
Goldmound Spiraea (Spiraea bumalda 'Goldmound' )
Honeysuckle Bush  (Diervilla lonicera)

Perennials and Ornamental Grasses:
Daylilies (Hemerocallis sp.)
Sedum autumn joy (Sedum spectabile 'Autumn Joy')

Annuals

Ground cover/turf:
Sedum spathufolium 'Cape Blanco'
Sedum spurium 'Dragon's Blood'
Sedum anglicum
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